Motoneurone survival is induced by immature astrocytes from developing avian spinal cord.
Dissociated spinal cords of 6-day chick embryos were grown on monolayers consisting primarily of either flat (relatively immature) or process-bearing (relatively mature) astrocytes. Cultures rich in flat astrocytes maintained about 80% of the motoneurones originally plated for 48 h in vitro. However, process-bearing astrocytes were unable to support motoneurone survival. Medium conditioned by contact with the monolayers of flat astrocytes also promoted motoneurone survival for 48 h. Maximal activity occurred over the concentration range 55-110 micrograms/ml protein. After 48 h, the number of motoneurones dropped to control levels both in the conditioned medium and on the monolayers. This effect could not be reversed by the introduction of fresh conditioned media at 48 h. This indicated a decrease in the requirements of more mature motoneurones for this media as muscle-conditioned medium could support 80% of the motoneurones initially plated for 96 h. Thus, relatively immature astrocytes were capable of supporting the survival of 6-day montoneurones in vitro for up to 48 h and this effect is mediated through the release of a soluble substance.